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Folger Digital Texts API & the “Four Points of Character Analysis”
Work through each of the following steps to analyze your chosen character. As you go, keep
track of the specific textual evidence that you gather for future reference.

Step 1: What does a character SAY? (Function: “charText”)
Go to the FDT API interface and select Romeo and Juliet. Select “text by character” in the “Function”
menu. This feature returns a hierarchy of characters according to how many lines they speak throughout
the play. When you select a character, you’ll find a version of the play featuring only that character’s
lines. Read through the lines and see what jumps out at you. Does the character speak in verse or prose?
Is the meter regular, or irregular? Do they repeat themselves frequently? What kinds of words do they
use? What is the tone of their speech? What can you deduce about this character based on what they say?

Step 2: What does a character DO? (Function: “witScript”)
Go to the FDT API interface and select Romeo and Juliet. Select “witScript” in the “Function” menu. The
“witScript,” that is the “witness” (or “Witmore”) script, generates a “view” of the play from any given
character’s perspective. When you select a character, you’ll find a version of the play featuring only that
character’s interactions on stage. Read through the lines and identify how your focus character responds
to others, or acts when they are alone. What can you deduce about this character based on their actions?

Step 3: What do other characters SAY about your character? (Function: “charTextMinus”)
What do others say about your character when they’re not around? Select “text, minus a character’s” in
the “Function” menu. This selection returns the play’s dialogue with the exception of your character. Try
using ctrl+F to search for your character’s name. Or, try searching their titles (if applicable) to identify
sections where people may be talking about them. Then, analyze how people talk about them. Pay
attention to not only direct speech, but also the speech patterns surrounding them
(verse/prose/meter/repetition/word choices/tone). What insights emerge about your character from your
analysis of how other characters talk about them?

Step 4: What do other characters DO in similar circumstances? (Function: “charChart”)
Go to the FDT API interface and select Romeo and Juliet. In the “Function” menu, select “character chart.”
This will return a visualization of everyone who is onstage at a given moment in time. Look at scenes
that don’t feature your character to identify opportunities to discover verbal and plot echoes. Once
you’ve selected characters to focus on, you may analyze their actions by looking at either their speeches
or their witScripts. What insights emerge about your character from your comparison of these characters’
actions?

Synthesis.
At this point, it may be helpful to upload your focus character and complementary character(s) speeches
into Voyant tools. The word frequencies and vocabulary density statistics can be telling, offering you
more concrete evidence to support an argument. What deductions can you make about your character
from analyzing the specific evidence you’ve gathered? Additionally, discuss how the evidence you’ve
gathered contributes to the development of your character’s role in the play’s plot and subtexts.
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